
itarted down the road leading to the ramp. Try-
ing to salvage a little pride, so to speak, they
would stand their ground until coaxed with a

coconut branch.

'Four hours later they were on their way
home standing regally, tusks gleaming in the
evening light.

That this entire operation was performed with
speed, confidence and without fuss or fan-fare
was a tribute to the team-work and professio-

nalism of all concerned. lt all stemmed from
the common and noble intent of both Singa-
poreans and Malaysians to ensure that the ele-
phants were given a new home and a new lease

of life. lt was an operation worthy of emulation
by other countries in Asia which have to rely
on capture and translocation to save the lives
of animals driven to despair by our thought les-
sness.

(Lyn de Alwis)

A preliminary report on the
WORKSHOP ON CENSUSING ELEPHANTS IN FORESTS

organized by the Asian Elephant
Conservation Centre (AECC)

and held at the Mudumalai Wildlife Sanctuary
Tamil Nadu, South India

and

Centre for Ecological Sciences
Indian Institute of Science
Bangalore 560 01 2, lndia

2-10 )anuary 1991

The Workshop on Censusing Elephants in
Forests was made possible by the financial as-

sistance provided by the WWF International and
the lnternational Union of Biological Sciences
(IUBS). The AECC would like to express its
thanks to these funding organizations for their
assistan ce.

The participants arrived in Bangalore on
1 January and were then transported to the
Mudumalai Wildlife Sanctuary in Tamil Nadu
on 2 )anuary and were housed at Rest Houses
at Teppakadu, Masinagudi and Abhyaranyam.
The Workshop comnlenced the next day 3 )a-
nuary and the initial ceremoney was held at
the Bandipur Wildlife Sanctuary in Karnataka
State with Mr Subash Chandra (from Bandipur
Sanctuary) as the Chairman.

Dr R. Sukumar, the Co-ordinator of the
AECC and Deputy Chairman of Asian Elephant
Specialist Group (AESG) opened the meeting
with few words of welcome and explained the
Agenda for the day and the nature of the prog-
ramme that followed.

The following speakers were part of the
Faculty that provided the lectures on the first
day: Dr. V. Krishnamurthy, Prof. D.K. Lahiri-
choudhury, Mr. Ajay Desai, Dr. Charles Santia-
pillai, Dr. Richard Barnes, Mr. Ullas Karanth and
Dr. R. Sukumar.

Dr. V. Krishnamurthy discussed the census
techniques he and his colleagues have used
in the f ield before modern sophisticated
computer-generated methods were available
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to them. His work was mainly in the South-
ern States of lndia and involved identifi-
cation of herds and lone animals and record-
ing them along. transects. In all they were

abfe to record 2,994 elephants in an area

of 10,736 km2. Dr. Krishnamurthy's me-
thod of observing elephants and recording
them over a long period of time, despite any
inherent bias and errors, gave results that
were later found to be reasonably close to
the estimates arrived at by using more ob-
jective methods.

Prof. D. K. Lahiri-Choudhury gave his
presentation on the situation of the Ele-
phants in North-east of India where it is

estimated that between 8,500 and 11,500
animals range. He then classified the me-
thods then available for estimating elephant
numbers vrz. Direct,methods of observation
either from the air or on the ground. On
the ground such surveys could be carried
out foot, in vehicles, on elephant back
and from platforms or machans. He also
discussed the line transect methods and
the use of quadrats but went on to explain
the "rolling count" methods that he had
been using in NE India. The area covered
was vast: 14,626 km2 of which he chose an

area of 1,563 km2 where intensive studies
were carried out in smaller samples (1O% ot
the area at a time). The counts gave an esti-
mate of 853 elephants in 1,563 km2. But
there was some confusion about the stan-
d)rd error range and Dr. Sukumar came to
the rescue.

Mr. Ajay Desai then discussed the estimation
of elephants in the light of his experience
in South lndian States. He felt that Regis-
tration counts were not absolutely reliable
and that a combination of indirect as well
as direct methods needed to be employed
depending on the nature of the terrain and
visibility of the forest.

Dr. Charles Santiapillai contrasted the si-
tuations in Sri Lanka and Sumatra where in
one case (Sri Lanka) it would be possible

to visually observe the elephants in the study
area (Ruhuna National Parlk: area 140 km2

in Block l) and count them especially
around the water holes while they graze in
the short grass. The census was carried out
seasonally but the estimate for the popula-
tion size was made at the peak of the drought
when most of the water holes dried up and
so it was possible to count most of the
efephants at the remaining two or three
areas. In this way, a minimum estimate of
65 animals in Ruhuna NP gave a crude den-
sity of O.46lkmz .

By contrast, the situation in Sumatra proved
more difficult for the researchers (Raleigh
Blouch, Haryanto and Simbolon in 1984 and
1985). The dense and tangled vegetation of
the tropical rainforest made visual obser-
vation difficult and so much of the estima-
tion was made from visiting areas and tal-
king to people and extrapotating from
known numbers. ln most instances, the esti-
mates had been under rather than over-
estimates. In a patch of forest where 80
elephants were thought to occur, when the
population was flushed out, 232 animals
emerged!

Dr. Richard Barnes provided very valuable
information on the use of indirect methods
in estimating elephant densities in tropical
Africa. Counting elephants in dense forests
at was shown above is difficult and there
are more sources of error that can creep
into the methods and analysis. In estimating
elephant numbers in dense foresb there
are 4 basic steps to remember:

1 . Estimating density of droppings using
line transects

2. Estimating the number of droppings
produced per elephant per day

3. Estimating the rate of decay droppings
4. Combining the estimates of defaecation

rate, dropping density and decay rate to
obtain an estimate of elephant density.

He then went on to describe the way ele-
phant census was carried out in Gabon
where poaching w:rs a serious threat. The
Elephant distribution was affected by roads

and villages. Line transect method involving
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dung counts gave an estimate of 70,000
elephants in Gabon or a crude density of
0.3 to 0.4 per km2.

Mr. Ullas Karanth then described the line
transect method that he has adopted at
Nagarhole NP. As his objective was to get
estimates of absolute densities he discarded
the methods that are based on indirect evi-
dence. He set up 8 permanently marked
transects covering 19.3 km in a variety of
habitats. Each transect was walked twice per

month between July 1986 and July 1987.
Transec8 were walked in two time blocks:
between 0600-{900 and 1600-1900 hrs.
For each animal group sighted, the species,
number, sighting distance and sighting angle
were recorded. Range finder was used for
measuring distances. From these measure-

ments it was possible to estimate accurately
the number and density of large mammals,
using standard methods.

4 Jonuory l99l: Field Exercises commence.
Instructors Ms Shanthini Dawson, Mr Ajay De-

sai, Mr Lewie Dekker and Mr Surendra Varman.

Participants were divided into 4 groups and
two groups followed the demonstrations on the
line transect method using dung piles while the
other two followed the line transect method
using animal counts. These exercises were held
in the Mudumalai forest in habitats with good
visibility (deciduous semi-evergreen forest in-
terespersed with teak). In this exercise the use

of hip-chain, pedo-meter to measure the distance
in setting up line transects was demonstrated
and the use of compass in setting along a straight
course was also shown and all the participans
took turns in performing and recording the
datz.

In the lndirect method: A km distance was
travelled and all dung piles found on the line
and on either side of the transect were spotted
and their distance from the transect line was

accurately measured. The state of the dung piles
was categorised as to A. B, C'1, C2, D and E.
When the dung pile was spread over a distance,
the distance was measured from the centre of

the pile. In the direct method: Using a compass
straight line transect was made and all animal
sightinp were recorded (number, species) and
the distance was measured using a rangefinder
and the angle was measured from the compass.

ln the afternoon, the data so gathered by
the participants were used in the computer ana-
lysis by Mr Lewie Dekker and Dr R. Sukumar.
Participants were given opportunities to plug in
the values themselves and learn how to calcu-
late dung density which is needed for later
analysis of the elephant density.

5 lanuary 1991:

The same exrcises were carried out by the
other two groups. ln the afternoon, Ms Shan-
thini Dawson demonstrated the method to study
the dung decay in the forest. Initially 50 freshly
deposited dung piles must be recorded and
numbered and these piles would then have to
be examined for the state of decay on the 3rd;
5th and 7th days. After that, they had to be
inspected at weekly intervals and the stages of
decay (A, B, Cl, C2, D and E) recorded. As
decomposition varies with season and habitat,
dung piles must be chosen from a variety of ha-
b itats.

6 /anuary l99l:

A discussion was held at the Hall in Masina-
gudi on the methods adopted in the field.

Mr Lewie Dekker gave a detailed lecture on
the do's and don't's of the line transect
method using dung piles and given the large
number of lndian participants present and
many being most contentious there was
much fun and fireworks in the discussions!

lf there are two Indians, there would be
three opinions and it was quite evident at
times but this generated an enormous
interest and lively arguments which galva-
nized the entire participants and baffled
those who came from Burma, Laos and
Vietnam who found the lndian delivery of
English very much similar to a fire cracker
going berserk ! At several times, Indian
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speakers were pleaded and cajoled into tal-
king slowly and a few did succeed!

Mr Lewie Dekker recommended that at
least a minimum of 5 separate transects each
of 2 km length must be traversed and a
minimum of 150 dung piles must be recor-
ded in order to achieve reasonable accuracy.
The transects must be placed systematical-
ly and not randomly. The transects should
not follow the river banks but instead should
proceed perpendicularly from the river into
the forest. An important point to note is
that no dung pile on the transect line must
ever be missed!

Ms Shanthini Dawson then gave a clear con-
cise lecture on the use of dung piles in the
iridirect estimation of elephant numbers and
densities. Her method had been tested in
field trials and findinp were the basis for
her M. Phil dissertation at Oxford Univer-
sity. Therefore her method could form the
firm basis for estimating elephant numbers
and densities in areas where it is virtually
impossible to see and count elephants (e.g:
many dense tropical rainforest habitats
throughout Asia especially lndo{hina and
Indonesia and Malaysia).

Dr Richard Barnes then gave a lecture on
planning the surveys in dense forests and
reiterated the fact that in all the opeartions,
the most overriding factor must be the
safety of the participants. Surveys must be
so conducted as to get maximum data with
minimum cost. In Gabon, Dr Barnes and his
team used boats to travel from one area to
another and walked 5 km from the river
ban k before commencing the transects.

Dr Sukumar explained the likely compli-
cations that might arise when carrying out
line transects using dung piles in extremely
hilly terrain where the surface area could
be much larger than what one would mea-
sure from a map. This is particularly rele-
vant in very mountai nous areas as in Xishu-
angbanna Nature Reserve where 94% of the
terrain is mountainous (Santiapillai, pers.
comm. ).

In the afternoon, the participants were taken
on a tour of the Mudumalia Wildlife Sanctuary.
Some groups were fortunate enough to see herds
of elephants, packs of wild dop and one group
even managed to see a leopard!

7 Januory l99l:

This w:ls the day when the participan.ts
applied the theory that they learnt in the field.
Five groups of participants went with their
group leaders (Dr. Richard Barnes, Mr. Lewie
Dekker, Ms Shanthini Dawson, Mr. Ajay Desai
and Mr. Surendra Varman) to Naduganiand cut
the transects on their own in the evergreen
forests. The terrain was rugged and hilly and was
a superb area to test the performance of field
workers and separate the scientific sheep from
the goats! (some fainted half way, some could
not talk at the end of the survey and some
collapsed at the end of the transect, while some
wise people prudently stayed back at the
house!). Each group was given 3 hours to cut
a km long trail along a straight course using
compass and measuring the distance of the dung
piles from the centre line. None of the groups
managed to travel 1 km distance within the
3 hrs period, given the nature of the terrain
which was steep, rugged and crossed with rivers
and ravines. The distance travlled ranged from
669 metres to 800 m, and the number of dung
piles counted ranged from 0 to 1 1 .

8 /onuary l99l:

The groups met in the Hall to discuss the
findinp from yesterday's ground surveys and in
the afternoon were taken to the Bandipur Wild-
life Sanctuary to see the Wildlife.

9 lonuary l99l:

Return to Bangalore via Mysore. Diesel'
shortage on account of the Gulf crisis and so
the return journey was delayed a bit.

10 Januory l99l:

Concluding session at the Centre for Ecolo-
gical Sciences with Mr Alva (Chief Wildlife War-
den of Karnataka State) as the Chief Guest.
Also in attendance were Mr Lyn de Alwis
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Chairman of the nEic, Mr J.C. Daniel Curator
of Bombay Natural History Society, Dr R. Su-
kumar Deputy Chairman, AESG and Coordi-
nator of AECC, and Dr Charles Santiapillai
Executive Secretary, AECC.

Dr Sukumar welcomed the Chief Guest and
reviewed the events that took place in Mudu-
malai. Mr Lyn de Alwis thanked the faculty in
general and Dr Sukumar in particular for holding
such a useful workshop which would be inva-
luable for many elephant specialiss working
in dense tropical forest habitats. He urged the
need for AESG and AECC to liaise closely with
the development agencies and planning bodies in
Governments to reconcile elephant conservation
with economic development. He was particular-
ly pleased to see the participation for the first
time of two Burmese and hoped that in the next
meeting it would be possible even to get some
Cambodians to attend.

Mr Alva then expressed his pleasure to be at
the meeting and was very pleased to know that
the workshop was such a useful exercise. He
referred to the plight of the Asian elephant in
South lndia where the conflict between man
and elephant is serious. Elephants are extinction
prone when confined to small patches of habi-
tats and this is the crux of many elephant-hu-
man conflicts in India. He urged the AECC to

address the elephant-human conflicts and arrive
at solutions that would enhance elephant cbn-
servation on one hand and improve the econo-
mic well being of the poor people living in the
periphery of the elephant ranges.

Mr Lewie Dekker then summarised the
methods used in estimating elephant densities
and this generated sufficient argument from the
usually vocal Indians in the room! Ultimately,
after a long and interesting session of arguments
and hair splitting, the group agreed that the
dung count method, despite its inherent bias,
is still about the best method available when
estimating elephant densities in dense tropical
rainforest habitats. Two Cambridge statisti-
cians who descended on the final day, much tc
the dismay of a few, added some modifications
to the computer-based calculations to 'make

the estimates even more reliable. With that, the
Workshop was closed officially.

ln the evening, there was a dinner for all
the participants. The participants left Banga-
lore the next morning. Dr Sukumar and his
small team (especially Santosh and Uma) deser-
ve high praise for the excellent workshop they
helped organize. Now AECC needs funds to
follow up with field work.

Charles Santiapillai

BIRTH OF AN ELEPHANT

There is great excitement at the Corbett Na-

tional Park. Something unusual happened there
on February 18: A calf was born to a riding ele-
phant, Pawan Pari. Ihis is the first such case in

.the 55-year history of the Park. There are about
a dozen riding elephants in the Park, who come
across wild ones regularly.

I was aware of the pregnancy of Pawan Pari.
She had mated with a wild tusker on April 4,
1988 during their three-day romance. I was told
about this by her knowledgeable mahout, Nis-

sar. He had been in charge of Pawan Pari for
nine years.

I have a particular attachment to this ele-
phant. During my frequent visits to the Park,
she had been of great service to me. As the ges-

tation period is about 22 months, I was at the
Corbett in anticipation of the birth.

The calf was born in the night at 10.30. The
mother was chained alone in her open shed.
During the delivery, she trumpeted twice. The
mahout's assistant, Sardar, who was awake,
found her calls strange. He thought, maybe a ti-
ger had wandered too close to her.

The Khinnanauli Rest House, where Pawan
Pari is stationed, is a small complex in the thick
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